Mango QHSE
Compliance Software
Mango QHSE Compliance Software makes it easier for companies to manage their compliance requirements.
It is easy to implement, simple to use and there are no hidden costs: just a simple monthly licence fee which more
than pays for itself. We like it a lot, but don't just take our word for it.
Read why FQM clients and their external certification auditors like Mango:

Make QHSE
everyone's
priority

"It gets ALL staff involved, sharing the responsibility of getting things right
and taking responsibility if they go wrong."
"It frees up my time as I'm not the only one reporting and collating info!"

Wave
goodbye to
spreadsheets

"It is one system - rather than numerous spreadsheets - assisting in giving
ownership for processes out-with the QHSE department."

Monitor and
improve

Take audits in
your stride

Create
accountability

Increase
efficiency

Gillian O'Neill, Office Manager, Cameron Presentations, Edinburgh

Shona Hendry, Group QHSE Manager, Hydrus Energy, Brechin

"All of our operational facilities to feed seamlessly into it, providing a wealth
of information at our fingertips"
PJ McFeeley, Operations Director, Ferrier Pumps Ltd, Glasgow

"From an assessment point of view, clients using Mango tend to be well
prepared for the audit as the system provides a logical framework for them
to follow."
Derrick Ross. Lead Assessor and Scheme Manager (QMS), The British Assessment Bureau

"Nothing is left to chance as the system self-manages and once something
is in the system it is safe, measurable and creates accountability."
Roy James, Projects Director, Amos Beech, Falkirk

"It allows us to automate a lot of the more administrative tasks
previously required for operating our compliance system."
PJ McFeeley, Operations Director, Ferrier Pumps Ltd, Glasgow

"It saves the client time, gives them confidence and is more efficient."
Derrick Ross. Lead Assessor and Scheme Manager (QMS), The British Assessment Bureau

Learn more at fqmltd.com/compliance-software
or call us to request a free demo

